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A theory of measuring fixed capital flows and stocks 
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This paper presents a theoretical perpetual inventory model for measuring both the quantity and 
price sides of fixed capital flows and stocks. Because conventional models only measure the quantity 
side of fixed capital flows and stocks, it is difficult to fit the economic depreciation variable into the 
models. This paper provides a clear picture of how physical depreciation and economic depreciation 
are applied to the quantity side and price side of the model. The new model presented in this paper 
also generalizes the conventional model. In any case, the conventional model which uses the deflator 
of the gross fixed capital formation as the deflator of all fixed capital flows and stocks is questionable. 

1. Introduction 

Capital and labour are the two most important input factors of production whether 

one lives in the centrally controlled economy of a communist country, where the 

majority of capital is owned by the state, or the free market economy of a capitalist 

country, where the majority of capital is privately owned. An accurate measurement 

of capital is vital for the economic development of all countries. As an indicator 

of wealth, the measurement of capital provides an important information on how 

wealth is divided and shared by the sectors of economy, how rich a nation is, and 

the progresses of a nation in building up its wealth. Whether one uses quantities 

or prices, a new measurement of fixed capital flows and stocks will affect the 

empirical analysis of investment behaviour such as those by Jorgenson [12, 131 and 

Stevens [34]; capital stock theory such as those by Robinson [29), Christensen and 

Jorgenson [6] and Jorgenson (14]; producer behaviour such as those by Bernstein 

[2) and Jorgenson [15]; macro-economic models such as those by Robertson and 

McDougall [28],  and Rose and Selody [30];  tax policy such as those by Coen 

[8] and Hulten [20];  productivity such as those by Kendrick [23], Solow [32], 
Brown [4], Nadiri [27] and Jorgenson [16]; and capacity utilization such as those 

by Hickman [19],  and Klein and Preston [24]. 

• My thanks go to the Statistics Canada Research Sabbatical Program which makes this research possi-
ble, and to members of the Research Fellowships and lnternships Committee who accepted my proposal, 
reviewed the manuscripts, and gave valuable comments. Special thanks are due to Mr. P. Koumanakos 
and Mr. R. Durand of Statistics Canada for their support and valuable comments. The views presented 
here of course represent those of the author only, and should not be interpreted as representing the 
views of Statistics Canada or members of Its staff. 
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Fixed capital flows and stocks can be estimated either directly or indirectly. The 
direct method would consist of collecting and compiling the data directly from 
surveys or accounting records of administrative files. Tax files have been used 
extensively by the statistical agencies of many countries. The most commonly 
used method is the indirect perpetual inventory method which derives the gross 
capital stock for a given year by cumulating past investments up to that year and 
deducting the cumulated portion of investments that has been retired. Similarly, 
the net capital stock is derived by deducting the cumulated portion of investments 
that has been depreciated. 

However, the conventional measurement of fixed capital flows and stocks 
(FCFAS) only measures the quantity side of FCFAS. The gross fixed capital forrna-
tion deflator derived from capital expenditure price indexes is used as the deflator 
for the net fixed capital formation, the capital consumption allowance, the gross 
capital stock and the net capital stock. In other words, the same price index is 
used as the deflator for all the items of FCFAS. Those can be found in the publi-
cations of statistical agencies of most developed countries (for example, Statistics 
Canada [33] and the Bureau of Labor Statistic of the U.S. [51). Measuring an 
economic variable by breaking it into price and quantity components is not new. 
For example, Christensen and Jorgenson [7]1 broke down all the economic vari-
ables in their work of measuring economic performance in the private sector of the 
U.S. economy. They measured the income as a flow, and the wealth as a stock. 
They made an assumption that physical depreciation is geometric so that the rental 
price of capital has a simple form and capital income can easily be calculated. 
Also because of the duality characteristics of geometric depreciation, i.e., if phys-
ical depreciation is geometric, then economic depreciation is also geometric, and 
vice versa, the consistency between quantity and price in their measurements can 
easily be maintained. In this paper, a new theory of measuring FCFAS which 
measures both the quantity and price sides of FCFAS will be developed. On 
the quantity side, we will follow the conventional perpetual inventory method to 
derive the FCFAS as those studied by Goldsmith [I I],  Tice [36), Young and Mus-
grave 137], and Biorn et al. [3). The discards will be derived by cumulating the 
past gross fixed capital formation (GFCF) time series weighted by a retirement 
function; the gross fixed capital stock (GFCS) will be derived by applying the 
survival function, which can be derived from the retirement function, to the same 
time series; the capital consumption allowance (CCA) will be derived by cumu-
lating the past GFCF time series weighted by a physical depreciation function; 
and finally, the net fixed capital stock (NFCS) will be derived by applying the 
survival function derived from the physical depreciation function to the same time 
series. 

'My many thanks go to Prof Jorgenson who indicated to me an approach similar to the one he used 
in a Rirli p.lptr 	f I 
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Both the form and rate of a retirement function will be used to derive the 
formulas for calculating the discards and the GFCS; and similarly, both the form 
and rate of a physical depreciation function will be used to derive the formulas 
for calculating the CCA and the NFCS. On the price side, the discard deflator 
will be calculated as the weighted average of those deflators of the GFCF time 
series which contribute to the discards, where the weights are calculated as the 
ratios of the fractions of the GFCF time series contributed to the discards on the 
quantity side. Similarly, the GFCS deflator will be calculated as the weighted 
average of those deflators of the GFCF time series which contribute to the GFCS 
with weights calculated as the ratios of the fractions of the GFCF time series 
contributed to the GFCS on the quantity side. Furthermore, the CCA deflator will 
be calculated as the weighted average of the economically depreciated deflators 
of those physically depreciated GFCF time series which contribute to the CCA 
on the quantity side. The weights are calculated as the ratios of the fractions 
of the physically depreciated GFCF time series contributed to the CCA on the 
quantity side. Finally, the NFCS deflator will be calculated as the weighted average 
of those economically depreciated deflators of the physically depreciated GFCF 
time series which contribute to the NFCS on the quantity side. The weights are 
calculated as the ratios of the fractions of the physically depreciated GFCF time 
series contributed to the NFCS on the quantity side. All of the formulas for 
calculating deflators will be derived from both the form and rate of economic and 
physical depreciation. 

In summary, this paper provides a theory which gives a clear picture of how 
physical and economic depreciation are applied to the quantity and price sides of 
the perpetual inventory model. It turns out that the conventional model is a special 
case of the new model presented in this paper. It shows how different deflaors 
are derived instead of one deflator for all fixed capital flows and stocks used by 
the conventional model. It also shows how the conventional model over estimates 
the quantities of the fixed capital flows and stocks. In Section 2, we discus 
briefly the differences between physical and economic depreciation. In Section 3. 

we lay out a new perpetual inventory model that illustrates the principal concepts 
of this paper. Section 4 presents an example that illustrates the new method of  
estimation proposed in this paper. Some concluding remarks are presented in 

2. Physical versus economic depreciation 

During a production process, two types cit depre anicil happen to a capital good 
physical and economic depreciation. Physical depreciation, also called replacement 
occurs so as to maintain the efficient service of the existing facilities. For example, 
the transmission of a car has to be replaced after running for a certain mileage si 
that the car can be operated as safely and efficiently as when the car is ne' 
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Replacement also applies to the actual retirement of a capital good at the end of 
its economic life. The forms of physical depreciation are different for different 
capital goods. In general, the replacement cost is a fraction of the total cost of the 
whole capital good when it is new. However, in some case such as the light bulbs, 
there is no replacement cost, until the whole bulb is burnt out. On the other hand, 
economic depreciation is usually just called depreciation, and it is a price concept. 
The price of a used capital good decreases with its age, because the remaining 
useful economic life of that good is reduced. 

The examples shown above are cases of one capital good or one type of ho-
mogenous capital goods. At an industry level, the measurement of replacement 
becomes more complicated as it involves a process of aggregating heterogerious 
capital goods. Economists usually use the dollar figures in some base year prices 
to measure the quantity of such aggregates. And in such case, the deflator be-
comes the unit price corresponding to the base year price dollar unit of mea-
surement of quantity. Physical depreciation is an aggregate of all replacement 
costs in some base year price of all capital goods at a certain age within an in-
dustry. The age distribution of the aggregated replacement costs is the form of 
physical depreciation of the capital goods pertaining to that industry. On the 
other hand, economic depreciation is an aggregate loss of values of those capi-
tal goods pertaining to the industry associated with their aging. The aggregated 
price of the capital goods of an industry is usually calculated as the weighted 
average of all component prices of those capital goods pertaining to the indus-
try. The age distribution of the aggregated prices is the form of economic de-
preciation of the capital goods pertaining to that industry. In the following, we 
will refer to the base year price values as the quantity, and the deflator as the 
price. 

As discussed above, physical and economic depreciation are different, but they 
are also closely related to each other. Coen [8) derived a formula to convert 
physical depreciation into economic depreciation. On the other hand, a project 
is underway in Statistics Canada to convert economic depreciation into physical 
depreciation. Hence, physical and economic depreciation can be estimated from 
one another. From an empirical point of view, it is easier to measure economic 
depreciation than to measure physical depreciation. For example, Ackerman [1] 
studied used cars as depreciating assets, and found that their prices declined with 
age at a constant exponential rate. Hulten and Wykoff [22] applied the Box—Cox 
power transformation to a sample of used building prices to estimate the rate and 
form of economic depreciation, and found that the appropriate pattern was approxi-
mately geometric. Koumanakos and Hwang [26) applied Hulten and Wykoff's [22] 
model to the price-age profiles of certain types of assets derived from a sample of 
disposals and sales of fixed assets reported in the Capital and Repair Expenditures 
Survey at Statistics Canada, and derived the form and rate of economic depreci-
ation by type of asset. They also derived aggregate forms and rates of economic 
depreciation for selected Canadian industries by calculating the weighted average 
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of the forms and rates derived for the types of assets pertaining to the selected 
industries. Jorgenson [I 7J 2  summarized recent studies of empirical research on 
depreciation based on an econometric model of asset prices. However, the con-
ventional approach seems inadequate, because it uses a single equation to estimate 
the parameters of the asset price function, the best fit price function does not nec-
essarily guarantee for the best behavior of the rates of economic depreciation and 
inflation. An other project is also underway in Statistics Canada, where a new 
approach is introduced. The simultaneous equations which Consist of a price func-
tion, an economic depreciation rate function and an inflation rate function, are used 
to estimate the parameters of the price function. In other words, the parameters of 
the price function are estimated such that it has a minimum sum of square resid-
ual errors under the constraints on both the economic depreciation rate function 
and the inflation rate function such that they also have a minimum sum of square 
errors. 

In summary. physical depreciation is a measure of the loss of efficiency or 
capacity of a fixed asset as it ages. Economic depreciation is a measure of the loss 
of value of a fixed asset with respect to age. 3  

3. A new perpetual inventory model 

Using the perpetual inventory model to measure fixed capital flows and stocks 
(FCFAS) is well known. However, conventional models only measure the quan-
tity side of FCFAS. In the conventional model, the deflator of gross fixed cap-
ital formation is used as the deflator for all flows and stocks. In other words, 
the same price index is used as the deflector for the gross fixed capital forma-
tion, net fixed capital formation, discards, capital consumption allowances, end 
year gross capital stock and end year net capital stock. Since economic depre-
ciation is not included in deriving the price side of FCFAS, it has to be em-
bodied in the measurement of the quantity side of FCFAS. The items of FCFAS 
have different contents, they represent different quantities, and they should have 
different prices. In the following, both the quantities and prices of FCFAS 
will be measured. Physical depreciation will be applied to depreciate only the 
quantities of FCFAS, and economic depreciation will be applied to depreciate 
the value of FCFAS. As a theoretical model, the form and rate of both phys- 
ical and economic depreciation will he considered as given hypotheses in this 
paper.4  

2 Again, my many thanks go to Prof. Jorgen.n '.h> prtded to inc the paper hih ritt appear ir 
Economic Inquiry in the near future. 

3 Agc is a pnncipal independent vanable of a depreciation function There could be other independent 
vanables in the depreciation function, for example, the time variable in Hulten and Wykoff's modet 
[22) indicates that the depreciation function is not time invariant. 

4 1n this paper, to simplify the model, we make the assumption that the retirement distribution and 
hit h ph cicil nil eo ,noinic ilprcttrion dtstnhiitnonc and their :crrccpnnding curvival dstnhutnin., are 

. 	. 	 _,.... 	..: 	,. 
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For an industry or component of an industry, here follows a list of input to be 
cinsidered as given. 

I,, i.=0,l,2,... 

T. i=0,l,2,... 
a 1 , 1=0,1,2,... 
1 i=O,1,2,... 
F,, i=0,l,2,... 
d5 , i=0,l,2,... 
D,, a =0,1,2,... 
e,, i = 0, 1,2,. 
E1 , i=O,l,2.... 
L 
n = 2L - 1 

is a time series of gross fixed capital formation in constant 
dollars. 
is a time series of deflators corresponding to I, 
is a time series of used assets price index 5 , 

is a retirement distribution, 
is the survival distribution corresponding to f, 
is a physical depreciation distribution, 
is the survival distribution corresponding to d,, 
is an economic depreciation distribution, 
is the survival distribution corresponding to e, 
is an average life, 
is the maximum life 6 , 

p 	 is a rate of retirement, 
5 	 is a rate of physical depreciation, 
Ce 	 is a rate of inflation/deflation of used assets, 
r 	 is a rate of economic depreciation. 

On the quantity side 
An end-year gross capital stock G, can be calculated as follows: 

cc 
=Fjt, ( 1)  

In the practical case, we let F, = 0 for i > n, then equation (1) becomes 

in 

Gt  = >FiIt_i. 	 (2) 

time invariant. In a more complicated model, those distnbutions could be a function of time and other 
variables. Even the average life could be a function of time and other variables. 

5 Thc time series of used assets price index is not the time series of the deflator of any one of the 
fixed capital flows and stocks. It may be considered as the time senes of the deflator of the used 
gross fixed capital formation. To measure the deflators of the fixed capital flows and stocks, our model 
requires the price change of used assets over time and the price index of used assets will fulfill that 
requirement. The pnce index of used assets is usually not available. This many be the reason why the 
deflator of gross fixed capital formation is used as the deflator for all the fixed capital flows and stocks 
in the conventional model. 

This is for the range of summation, since the range stasts from 0. it ends at 2L - I so that there 

are exactly 2L investment figures contributed to all flows and stocks. In other words, the contribution 
of an investment figure at age 2L to all fired capital flows and stocks will be zero. This will become 
dear in the case of a straight line distribution 
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From equation (2 

	

- 	
- 	

FI_1 
-  

= FoI' - 	- F+1)I_-i. 

where F1 = 0 by definition F, = 0 for i > n. Now let F0 = 1, and 

 

then equation (3) becomes 

	

 

G t  - 	= I - 	- Fi)It-_i = It - 	fjlt—i 	 (5) 

The second term at the right hand side of equation (5) can be defined as a discard, 

DCI, i.e.. 
rt 

DC = 	 fJt——i 0 	 . 

There is a recurring relation between F and f1 which can he described as follows. 

F0 = 1, 

F1 = 1 .- b 

= I - fo - 	- 	fi—i 

= I --fofi -fri-i 

But F 	f,, since F+i = 0. therefore 

From equations (5) and (6), we have 

G 1  = G. 1 4 I - DC 1 . 
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\aw assume that the retirement distribution f is geometric, i.e., it has a con-

t.int rate p of retirement, the survival distribution F1  can be characterized by the 
.iHwing equation in the discrete time case, 

i = 0,1,2 	 (10) 

abtIlutL 'juation (10) into equation (2), we obtain 

. 	 nd year gross capital stock estimation formula derived from a constant 
rate p geometric retirement distribution. 

Now substitute equation (11) into equation (3), we obtain 

n 	 n 

-- 	= 	- ,.z)'It _ 1  - 	( l - 

1 	
(12) 

- 	= It - 

where 

DC = 	 (13) 

is a simple formula to calculate the discard by the rate p,  and 

G = G_ 1  + I - 1iG. 1  = G_ 1  + I - D C, 	 (14) 

which is similar to equation (9) derived from the form of retirement distribution. 
Note that the assumption F +1  = ( 1 - p)' = 0 has been applied in deriving 
equation (12), although (1 - p)' 1  is actually not equal tc zero. 

By the same token, we can derive the equations correspDnding to equations (1) 

to (14) for the end year net capital stock K 2  and the replacement R 2  simply by 
replacing F1 , fI' p. Gt  and DC t  by D 1 , d1 , 6, Kt  and R, respectively. We 
will not repeat the whole procedure of deriving the equations instead we will list 
a few representative. Corresponding to equations (2), (4), (6), (9), (10), (Il), (13) 
and (14) are the following equations, 

K = >D2It_, 	 (15) 

(16) 
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R1  = 	d,I 	 (17) 

K=K_+I 1 —R, 	 (IS) 

D, = (I - 6)', i = 0,1,2,. 	 (19) 

	

- 6YIt_,, 	 (20) 

(2!) 

K = K_, + It - 5Kr_I = K_, + I - R. 	 (22) 

When we estimate fixed capital flows and stocks, we can define a cut off point 
such that the summation of all estimation equations will terminate at that point, 
and in such case, the average life will have no role to play in the model. In other 
words, if Fm+i < F < Fm  where F is a cut off constraint constant number, 
then F, = 0 for i > m, i.e., the summation of all the estimation equations will 
terminate at m instead of m. This condition can also be applied to the geometric 
distribution, i.e.. if (I - < F < (I - i)'1  then (I = 0 for i > w. 

On the price side 
At any particii!.ff tune, the price of an item of fixed capital flows and stocks 

can be estimated as the weighted average of the prices of those investments which 
contribute to the item. Where the weight is calculated as the ratio of the fraction of 
investment contributed to the item on the quantity side. At the time t, a deflator for 
the end year gross capital stock PG t  can be estimated by the following equation 

PG = 	14'A_,P_,, 	 (23) 

where 

• 	Fjt-j - F1 I_, 

	

- G 	 (24) 

is the weight of current or past investment contributed to the end year gross capital 
stock G t  on the quantity side, and

at 

	

= -- 	 (25) 

51-. - 

S 
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is the inflation price adjustment factor. 
In the practical case, we let F1  = 0 for i > n, then equation (23) becomes 

PG1 = >W1AjP1. 	 (26) 

Similarly, a deflator for the discard DC 1  can be estimated by the following equation, 

PDC1 = 	 (27) 

where 

- ftIt--I - fjt_i_l WI_n 	
DC 

fiIt-i-1 
i=O 

is the weight of past investment contributed to the discard DC 1  on the quantity 
side, and A_,_1 is the inflation price adjustment factor calculated by replacing i 
by i + I from equation (25). 

Now assume a geometric form of retirement distribution, then equation (26) 
becomes 

PG 
= 

wrp 	 (29) 

where 

(1 - p) 21t—, 	0 - 
WIr   - 	

- 

E(I
Gt  

- 

is the weight of current or past investment contributed to the end year gross stock 
Gr on the quantity side, and 

= (I +c)t 	 (31) 

is the constant rate inflation price adjustment factor. 
Similarly, under the assumption of a geometric form of retirement distribution, 

equation (27) becomes 

PDC = 	 (32) 
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where 

 -i)'ItiI 	j 	- /2)11-b_I 
W 	

(l 
2  = 	 = 	DCr 	 (33) 

	

Ejl(l -  )' J 	 I 

is the weight of past investment contrtbuted to the discard DC on the quantity 
side, and A_ 1 _ 1  is the constant rate inflation price adjustment factor calculated by  
replacing i by i + I from equation (31). 

Let i' be the date of the base year, the deflator PG 1 ' calculated by equation (26) 
for t = t' is not equal to 1 in general and rebasing is required, therefore the final 
deflator of the end year gross capital stock C 1  is obtained by dividing PG 1  by PG 1 . 

Accordingly, the quantity Gt  has to be adjusted by multiplying each C 1  by PG 1  
to cancel out the price rebasing effect. Similarly, the deflator PDC 1  calculated 
by equation (27) for t = t' is not equal to I in general, and the final deflator of 
the discards DC 1  is obtained by dividing each PDC 1  by PDC 1 . Accordingly, the 
quantity DC 1  has to be adjusted by multiplying each DC 1  by PDC 1 . 

In the special case, when the percentage change in the price index of used assets 
is in pace with the percentage change in the deflator of the gross fixed capital 
formation over time, i.e.. 

at P1  

	

=---, 	 (34) 
a 1 _ 1 	P1_i 

equations (26) and (27) can he simplified as toliows, 

P.. 

and 

respectively. The above discussion can he sunlmarlLed in the following proposition 

Proposition 3.1. Under the assumption given at the beginning of this section, 
deflator of the end year gross capital stock G 1  and a deflator of the discard DC 1  
can be calculated by equations (26) and (27), and divided by their base yearflgur&'s 
PG' and PDC 1 ., respectively. They are in general not equal to the deflator of the 

gross fixed capital formation, but in the particular case, if the percentage chanç e 

in the price index of the used assets is in pace with the percentage change in 

the deflator of the gross fixed capital formation over time, then the deflator of the 
gross fixed cc.pital formation can be used as the deflator for both Gt  and DC 1 . 

The quantities G 1  and DC1  estimated from the conventional model are in generi2l 
0 Cl -  c'.ctzoI(ubd l)\ 110 11Itl!tIf)/!(01iib' /0t0rX T1' 	and 	rexpectzveh. 
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By the same token, we can derive the equations to estimate the deflator for the 
end year net stock Kt  and the replacement R, corresponding to equations (26) 
and (27), as follows, The deflator PK f  for the end year net stock K t  can be 
estimated by 

PK t  = 	 (35) 

where 

D i 1 _ 1  
V_- 	

- 	
(36) 

K  

is the weight of current or past investment contributed to the end year net stock 
Kt  on the quantity side, and A_1 is defined by equation (25). 

Similarly, the deflator PR t  for the replacement Rt  can be estimated by 

PR = 
	 (37) 

where 

d1 I__1 
vi= 	

= 	R 	
(38) 

is the weight of past investment contributed to the replacement Rt  on the quantity 
side, and A_1_1 is defined by equation (25) by replacing i by i + I. 

When both physical and economic depreciation have a geometric form of de-
preciation, substituting 

D,=(l—ä) 1 , 	d=o(1—)' 

and 

E1  = ( I - 

into equations (35) to (38), we obtain 

71  PK = 
	

V(l - 	 (39) 
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where 

	

= 	 (4()) 

- 

is the weight of current or past investment contributed to the end year net stock 
K on the quantity side, and A 	is defined by equation (31). 

Similarly, the deflator PR for the replacement R can be estimated by 

PR = 	I - 	 (41) 
:0 

where 

v 
= 	(1 - )I t i 	= ( I 	 (42) 

	

D(I -  5)zIti 	
t 

is the weight of past investment contributed to the replacement R on the quantity 

side, and A 1  is defined by equation (31) by replacing i by i + L 
Let t' be the date of the base year, the deflator PK 1  calculated by equation (38) 

is not equal to I in general, and the final deflator of the end year net capital stock 
Kt  can be obtained by dividing each PK 1  by PK 1 '. Accordingly, the quantity K 
has to be adjusted by multiplying each K1  by PK 1 . Similarly, the deflator PR1  
calculated by equation (41) is not equal to 1 in general, and the final deflator of 
the replacement R1  is obtained by dividing each PR 1  by PR 1 . Accordingly, the 

quantity R1  has to be adjusted by multiplying each R1  by PR 1 .. 
In the special case, if equation (34) holds, equations (35) and (37) can be sim- 

plified as follows, 

PK 	P1%E,. 	 43) 

and 

PR 1  = P1  

z=() 

At the base year t', cqu,c : 1  

PK 1 ' = P1  \ uj• 
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t'E1. 	 (46) 

43) and (44) become 

(47) 

= 	 (48) 

since P1 ' = 1, the left hand side of equations (47) and (48) can be reduced to 
T, if the numerator and the denominator of the second bracket are equal. But 
he weighting factors V1 . V', v and : are a function of the gross fixed capital 
tormation, and the equality can occur only if the gross fixed capital formation is 

nstant over time. The above discussion can be summarized in the following 
proposition. 

Proposition 3.2. Under the assumptions given at the beginning of this section, a 
Jeflator of the end year net capital stock K t  and a deflator of the replacement R 
can be calculated by equations (35) and (37), and divided by  their base year figures 
I'K' and PR', respectively. They are in general not equal to the deflator of the 
ross fixed capitalformation, but in the special case, if  the percentage change in the 

price index of the used assets is in pace with the percentage change in the deflator 
f the gross fixed capital formation, and either the gross fixed capital formation 

is constant over time or there is no economic depreciation, then the deflator of 
the gross fixed capita/formation can be used as the deflator for both K t  and R. 
The quantities K t  and R t  estimated by the corn'entional model are in general over 
estimated by the multiplicative factors PK' and PR' respectively. 

Sou' special cases 
When there are insufficient investment time series available, i.e., m < n, and 

and Pt_ rn  are the earliest available investment quantity and price, respec-
tively, then equation (2) becomes 

(49) 

Similarly, replace ri by m in equations (6), (II), (15), (17), (20), (26), (27), (29), 
(32), (35), (37), (39), and (41). 
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When there is an initial stock existing, say K' or C with price PKII or PG. 
respectively, it should be added to the investment It to derive an equivalent invest-
ment I, i.e., 

Ite  = I + Kr'. 	 (50) 

The price should be adjusted too, 

pe - Pt1 + PKK 
- 	 . 	 (51) 

Then proceed as usual to derive all quantities and prices of fixed capital flows and 
stocks. 

4. An example 

The input data used in this example are obtained from Investment and Cap-
ital Stock Division, Statistics Canada. The gross fixed capital formation time 
series shown in column 2 of Table I are 1970 SIC total manufacturing and non- 
manufacturing figures in millions of constant 1981 dollars. The gross fixed capital 
formation deflator time series shown in column 2 of Table 2 are derived by dividing 
the 1970 SIC total manufacturing and nonmanufacturing current dollars figures by 
their corresponding constant dollars figures. Assume that the fixed assets have the 
following characteristics: 

- the average life is L = 20. 
- the maximum life is n = 39, 
- the form of retirement follows a truncated normal distribution. 
- the form of physical depreciation follows a straight line distribution, 
- the form of economic depreciation follows a geometric distribution with a dou-

ble declining rate of depreciation, i.e., r = 21L = 0. 1. 
- the percentage change of the price index of the used assets is in pace ith the 

percentage change of the deflator of the gross fixed capital formation. 
- the rate of retirement is p = 0.61L = 0.03, 
- the rate of physical depreciation iso = IlL = 0.0. 
- the rate of economic depreciation is r = 21L = 0. I, 
- the rate of inflation of the used assets is a = 0.02, 

and there is no initial stock, then the end year gross capital stock and its detlator 
can be calculated by 

.9 
Cf = 
	. 
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(_; 	 = Pt, 

respectively, where 

F; = 1, 	=0,1.2,...,8 

F, = (1.1 133/20) f x2 (x2  - 160x + 6400) dx, i = 9, 10,...,31, 

F, = 0, 	i = 32,33,...,39. 

The discard and its deflator can be calculated by 

39 

DC = 

and 

39 
PDC = 	 = Pt, 

respectively, where 

11=0, 	i=0,l,2,...,8 

t+1 
f1= (1.1133/205)j 	x2 (z2 — 160x + 6400) dx, i=9,lO,...,31 

f=O, i=32,33....,39. 

The end year net capital stock and its deflator can be calculated by 

39 

K = 	(1 - i/40)I_, 

and 

.39 

PK = (l/K) 	(l - i/40)I_(l - 0.l)'AP_1. 
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Table I 
Fixed capital liows and stocks calculated from the forms of retirement and depreciation 

Gross End-year End-year ñxed Capital gross net capital consumption capital capital Year formation Discard allowance clock ctock 

(in millions of constant 1986 dollars) 
1971 42,705.7 16587.3 6,048.5 SS' 	1126 S 2S 	s 	9 1972 43,711.1 17,523.8 6,367.6 ()7.944 5 265,121 	I 1973 47,731.7 18,489.3 6,703.8 635,815.6 277.848 5 1974 50,925.8 19,560.5 7,067.7 665,682.6 291,544 2 1975 54.583,6 20,807.4 7,451.9 697,811.9 306,3918 1976 54024.9 22,225.5 7,862.3 727,974.8 320,391 9 1977 54,947.8 23,565.1 8,255.4 757.749.0 334.243 1978 55,428.2 24,781.3 8,659.8 786,761.2 347,7479 1979 61,270.1 25,964.8 9,071.0 820,382.8 363,401 5 1980 67,641.6 27,172.7 9,516.1 859,115.4 381.380)) 1981 75,192.5 28,413.6 9,996.2 904,124.8 402,1792 1982 67,858.2 29,629.3 10,535.4 940,967.2 418.7774 1983 62.883,2 30,870.8 11,014.3 970479.3 432.367 1984 63,997.9 32,197.0 11,465.8 1,000,148.5 445,854 1985 70,474.2 33,702.6 11,932.0 1.034,775.7 461,711 1986 72,500.0 35,186.2 12,4315 1,069,900.3 477,77 1987 77,608.3 36.5332 12.926,9 1,108,734.9 495,49 1988 87,589.2 37,836.4 13,447,3 1,156,050.8 5 17. 107 	c 1989 94,801,1 39,425.0 14,0434 1.208,783.3 541.2386 1990 93,968.5 41,2332 14,693.7 1,258,623.5 564.040.1 1991 95,958.0 43,284.6 15,321.9 1,308,535.7 586,8666 1992 91,706.6 45209.9 15,942.8 1.352,390.6 606.781 3 1993 98,262.1 46,985.1 16,521.8 1,401,013.7 628,9254 

The capital consumption allowance and its deflator can he calculated by 

= 

and 

PR.--] R1 'i 4O'fu1 	 1 , 1 , 

respective lv. 
The results of above calculations are shown in Table I for the quantity, and 

Table 2 for the price, where the deflators PlC 1  and PR 1  have been divided by 0.467479 and 0.328033, respectively, to force PK 1986  and PR 1986  equal to 1, 
and the quantities Kt  and R1  have been multiplied by the same two numbers, 
respectively. All figures are calculated from 1925 to 1993, but only figures from 
1971 to 1993 are shown in the tables. 
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Table 2 
Deflators of fixed capital flows and stocks calculated from the forms of retirement and depreciation 

Gross End-year End-year 
fixed Capital gross net 
capital consumption capital capita] 
formation 	Discard allowance stock stock 

Year 	deflator 	deflator deflator deflator deflator 
1971 0378300 	0378300 0.402705 0.378300 0.428916 
1972 0.397999 	0397999 0.419946 0.397999 0.445743 
1973 0.432399 	0432399 0.454572 0.432399 0.477358 
1974 0.508000 	0.508000 0.533324 0.508000 0.555853 
1975 0.569799 	0.569799 0.598726 0.569799 0.619695 
1976 0.606800 	0.606800 0.634953 0.606800 0.657594 
1977 0.646600 	0646600 0.672817 0.646600 0.695656 
1978 0.701900 	0,701900 0.725045 0.701900 0.747931 
1979 0.762700 	0.762700 0.787067 0.762700 0.802983 
1980 0.815700 	0.815700 0.845214 0.815700 0.854705 
1981 0.883900 	0.883900 0.923854 0.883900 0.927790 
1982 0.952100 	0.952100 0.989088 0.952100 1.005987 
1983 0.960800 	0.960800 0.984162 0.960800 1.006816 
1984 0.982800 	0.982800 0.993677 0.982800 1.011414 
1985 0.989400 	0.989400 0.994571 0989400 0.999758 
1986 1.000000 	1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 
1987 1.009199 	1009199 1.007765 1009199 1.000607 
1988 1.026599 	I 026599 1.031580 1.026599 1.013530 
1989 1.039999 	1.039999 1.054025 1.039999 1.030395 
1990 1.057899 	1.057899 1.074689 1.057899 1.054730 
1991 0.997100 	0.997100 1.013226 0.997100 0.995191 
1992 0.957400 	0.957400 0.966435 0.957400 0.9557 19 
1993 0.928600 	0.928600 0.934813 0.928600 0.920571 

Similarly, we can use the rates of retirement, physical depreciation and economic 
depreciation to calculate all fixed capital flows and stocks, and their deflators. The 
end year gross capital stock and its deflator can be calculated by 

Gr = G_ 1  + It - O.O3G_ 1  

and 
39 

PG 	= (l/G) 	(l - 0.03)I(l + 0.02)P11 , 

respectively. 
I'he discard and its deflator can be calculated by 

DC = 0.03G 1  

and 

39 
PDC 	= (l/Dc) 	O.03(l - 0.03 	l_(l 	0.02) 
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Table 3 
Fixed capital flows and stocks calculaied from the razes of retirement and deprecianon 

Year 

Gross 
fixed 
capital 
formation Discard 

Capital 
consumption 
allowance 

End-year 
gross 
capital 
stock 

End-)car 
net 
capital 
stock 

(in millions of constant 1986 dollars) 

1971 42,705.7 11340.0 8,496.2 419,181.8 210.1489 
1972 43,7111 11,883.2 8,878.3 438,500.9 219,190.0 
1973 47,731.7 12430.9 9,260.2 460,174.1 229,577.1 
1974 50,925.8 13,045.3 9,699.1 483,527.8 240,8734 
1975 54,583.6 13,707.3 10,176.3 508,849.9 253,240.6 
1976 54,024.9 14,425.2 10,698.8 533,004.6 264,739.7 
1977 54,947.8 15,109.9 11.184,6 557,108.2 276.0765 
1978 55,428.2 15,793.2 11,663.5 580,839.1 287,061.4 
1979 61,270,1 16,466.0 12,127.6 608,120.7 300,109.6 
1980 67,641.6 17,239.4 12,678.9 639,233.1 315,354.9 
1981 75,192.5 18,121.4 13,323.0 674,921.7 333,214.8 
1982 67,858.2 19.133 I 14,077.5 704,1880 346901.8 
1983 62,883.2 19,962.7 14,655.8 728,946.2 357,679.4 
1984 63,997.9 20,664.6 15.111.1 753,775.1 368,416.6 
1985 70.474,2 21,368.5 15,564.7 782,584.7 381,513.4 
1986 72500.0 22,185.2 16,118.0 812.008,0 394,861.2 
1987 77,6083 23,0193 16,681.9 844,276.2 409.8263 
1988 87,589.2 23,934.1 17,314.2 882,859.0 428,5068 
1989 94,801.1 25,027.8 18,103.4 925.546,6 449,4785 
1990 93,968.5 26,238.0 18,989.4 966,346.0 469,029 3 
1991 95,958.0 27,394.6 19,815.4 1,007.373.2 488,4923 
1992 91706.6 28.557 6 20637.6 1.044.0674  505.0809 
1993 12 	I 21. 	4 .5 j.4 444,2 7I 	8 

respective iv 
The end yeas net capital stock and its deflator can he calculated by 

A, r = K tr 	1, -  

an 

- O.O5)'lt-(i - 0.1)(1 + O.02)'P5 _ 1 , 

respectively. 
The capital consumption allowance and its deflator can be calculated by 

= O.O5KT_ 1  

and 

39 

PR 	(l/R) E 0.05(l - 0.05)I__(l - 0.1) 1 (1 +0.02)i+IPt44_1, 
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Table 4 
)ct1atorn of hxed capital flows and stocks calculated from the rates of retirement and depreciation 

ross End-year End-year 
ed Capita] gross net 

Lpitall consumption capital capital 
rmation 	Discard allowance stock stock 

kflator 	deflator deflator deflator deflator 
I 0.378300 0.443747 0403803 0.438695 0.403388 

172 0.397999 0.458737 0.416339 0.454062 0.416647 
) 7 3 0.432399 0.475024 0.430026 0.472586 0.436814 

0.508000 0.494336 0.450840 0.498067 0.470476 
75 0.569799 0.520936 0.485583 0.528887 0.513073 
76 0.606800 0.553148 0.529547 0.560517 0.551836 
77 0.646600 0.586036 0.569553 0.593593 0.590177 

11178 0.701900 0.620754 0.609127 0.629600 0.630517 
.J79 0.762700 0.658526 0.650764 0.67 1205 0.68 1670 

0.815700 0.701808 0.703556 0.717214 0.740696 
I 	SI 0.883900 0.749621 0764473 0.769377 0.810781 
1182 0.952100 0.804216 0.836809 0.820113 0.865410 

183 0.960800 0.857434 0.893195 0.865602 0.900885 
0.982800 0.905299 0.9298 12 0910732 0937474 
0.989400 0.952647 0.963449 0.956169 0.968889 

186 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 
87 1.009199 1.045384 1.032101 1.042855 1.031345 

.88 1.026599 1.089875 1,064448 1.086726 1.070044 
H89 1.039999 1.135681 1.104388 1.130196 1.108968 

NO 1.057899 1.181074 1.144562 1171814 1.138736 
191 0.997100 1.224178 1.175279 1.204661 1.149358 
92 0957400 1.258191 1186236 1.231244 1143229 

lliql 0.928600 1.285947 1.179909 1.254061 1.135602 

cpective1y. 
The results of above calculations are shown in Table 3 for the quantity, and 

Lihle 4 for the deflator, where the deflators PG, PDC, PK and PR have 
Hen divided by 0.729668. 0.689504,0.447221 and 0.377881, respectively, to force 

'i9s6'PDC986, PK 986  and PR 986  equal to 1, and the quantities G, DC, 
[ and R have been multiplied by the same set of numbers, respectively. All 

igures are calculated from 1925 to 1993, but only figures from 1971 to 1993 are 
shown in the tables. 

1'he rates used to estimate the figures of fixed capital flows and stocks shown 
in Table 3, and their deflators shown in Table 4 are arbitrarily assigned. The 
differences in figures between those shown in Table I and Table 3 for the quantity 
Lrmparison, and those shown in Table 2 and Table 4 for the price comparison are 
partially due to such arbitrary assignments. The deflators of capital consumption 
allowance and end-year net capital stock in co]umns 4 and 6, respectively, of 
Fable 2, and the deflators of the discards, capital consumption allowance, end-
year gross capital stock and end-year net capital stock in columns 3, 4, 5 and 6, 
respectively, of Table 4 are quite different from the deflators of the gross fixed 
capital formation sho ii in column 2 of the same tables, which is conventionally 
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used as the deflator for all fixed capital flows and stocks. The figures of the end 
year net capital stock and the capital consumption allowance of the conventional 
approach are over estimated by the multiplicative factors 0.467479 and 0.328033, 
respectively, and resulted in columns 6 and 4, respectively, of Table I. The figures 
of the end year gross capital stock, discards, end year net capital stock and capital 
consumption allowance of the conventional approach are over estimated by the 
multiplicative factors 0.729668, 0.689504, 0.447221 and 0.377881, respectively, 
and resulted in columns 5, 3, 6 and 4, respectively, of Table 3. 

The end-year net capital stock in current dollars is commonly used as an indicator 
for the national wealth, although in this example, it is a national wealth of total 
manufacturing and nonmanufacturing. 	The example indicates that the national 
wealth measured by the end-year net capital stock in current dollars is reduced by 
more than 50% due to the effect of economic depreciation. 	It demonstrates the 
importanLe of economic depreciation in the measurement of fixed capital flows and 
stocks. 

5. Concluding remarks 

In this paper, we have proposed a new theory of measuring fixed capital flows and 
stocks (FCFAS). We have applied the physical depreciation to measure the quantity 
side of FCFAS, and the economic depreciation to measure the price side of FCFAS. 
Both the form and the rate of physical and economic depreciation have been used to 
derive formulas for measuring the quantity and price of FCFAS. Empirical studies 
for measuring the economic and physical depreciations are currently underway in 
Statistics Canada. Actual measurement of FCFAS in Canadian industries will he 
carried out in the near future. 

The model presented in this paper is a simple one. There are many other variables 
which could affect the measurement of FCFAS, for example. the technical change, 
economic crisis, environment conditions and etc. Hopefully, those variables which 
are not explicitly included in the model, might some how be embodied in the 
economic and physical depreciation variables. Because economic depreciation will 
be derived from the market behaviour of new and used assets markets, and physical 
depreciation will be derived from the economic depreciation and the market interest 
rate. 

While the conventional model only estimates the quantity side of FCFAS, the 
new model presented in this paper measures both the quantities and the prices of 
FCFAS. Physical depreciation and economic depreciation are clearly distinguished 
and applied to the measurement of the quantity and price sides of FCFAS. It turns 
out that the new model also generalizes the conventional one. 

The conventional model usually over estimates the quantities of the fixed capital 
flows and stocks by some multiplicative factors which are sometimes even less 
than 0.5. Those multiplicative factors might he considered as the adjustment factors 



transfered from the price side to the quantity side of FCFAS due to economic 
lepreciation. In any case, the conventional model which uses the deflator of the 
cross fixed capital formation as the deflator for all FCFAS is questionable. 
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